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models, as well as its native tabular model, allowing for pure or combined modeling in terms of these 
three models, as the application requires. 

For instance, a common use of a database system is to track information about users, their name, login 
information, various addresses and phone numbers. In the navigational approach all of this data would be 
placed in a single record, and unused items would simply not be placed in the database. In the relational 
approach, the data would be normalized into a user table, an address table and a phone number table (for 
instance). Records would be created in these optional tables only if the address or phone numbers were 
actually provided. 

Linking the information back together is the key to this system. In the relational model, some bit of 
information was used as a "key", uniquely defining a particular record. When information was being 
collected about a user, information stored in the optional tables would be found by searching for this key. 
For instance, if the login name of a user is unique, addresses and phone numbers for that user would be 
recorded with the login name as its key. This simple "re-linking" of related data back into a single 
collection is something that traditional computer languages are not designed for. 

Just as the navigational approach would require programs to loop in order to collect records, the relational 
approach would require loops to collect information about any one record. Codd's solution to the 
necessary looping was a set-oriented language, a suggestion that would later spawn the ubiquitous SQL. 
Using a branch of mathematics known as tuple calculus, he demonstrated that such a system could 
support all the operations of normal databases (inserting, updating etc.) as well as providing a simple 
system for finding and returning sets of data in a single operation. 

Codd's paper was picked up by two people at Berkeley, Eugene Wong and Michael Stonebraker. They 
started a project known as INGRES using funding that had already been allocated for a geographical 
database project and student programmers to produce code. Beginning in 1973, INGRES delivered its 
first test products which were generally ready for widespread use in 1979. INGRES was similar to System 
R in a number of ways, including the use of a "language" for data access, known as QUEL. Over time, 
INGRES moved to the emerging SQL standard. 

IBM itself did one test implementation of the relational model, PRTV, and a production one, Business 
System 12, both now discontinued. Honeywell wrote MRDS for Multics, and now there are two new 
implementations: Alphora Dataphor and Rel. Most other DBMS implementations usually called 
relational are actually SQL DBMSs. 

In 1970, the University of Michigan began development of the MICRO Information Management System 
based on D.L. Childs' Set-Theoretic Data model. MICRO was used to manage very large data sets by the 
US Department of Labor, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and researchers from the University 
of Alberta, the University of Michigan, and Wayne State University. It ran on IBM mainframe computers 
using the Michigan Terminal System. The system remained in production until 1998. 

 

SQL 

SQL (iˈɛs kjuː ˈɛl/, or iˈsiːkwəl/; Structured Query Language)[ is a special-purpose programming 
language designed for managing data held in a relational database management system (RDBMS), or for 
stream processing in a relational data stream management system (RDSMS). 



Originally based upon relational algebra and tuple relational calculus, SQL consists of a data definition 
language, data manipulation language, and a data control language. The scope of SQL includes data 
insert, query, update and delete, schema creation and modification, and data access control. Although 
SQL is often described as, and to a great extent is, a declarative language (4GL), it also includes 
procedural elements. 

SQL was one of the first commercial languages for Edgar F. Codd's relational model, as described in his 
influential 1970 paper, "A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks." Despite not entirely 
adhering to the relational model as described by Codd, it became the most widely used database language.  

SQL became a standard of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 1986, and of the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in 1987. Since then, the standard has been revised to 
include a larger set of features. Despite the existence of such standards, though, most SQL code is not 
completely portable among different database systems without adjustments. 

SQL was initially developed at IBM by Donald D. Chamberlin and Raymond F. Boyce in the early 1970s. 
This version, initially called SEQUEL (Structured English QUEry Language), was designed to 
manipulate and retrieve data stored in IBM's original quasi-relational database management system, 
System R, which a group at IBM San Jose Research Laboratory had developed during the 1970s. The 
acronym SEQUEL was later changed to SQL because "SEQUEL" was a trademark of the UK-based 
Hawker Siddeley aircraft company.[ 

In the late 1970s, Relational Software, Inc. (now Oracle Corporation) saw the potential of the concepts 
described by Codd, Chamberlin, and Boyce, and developed their own SQL-based RDBMS with 
aspirations of selling it to the U.S. Navy, Central Intelligence Agency, and other U.S. government 
agencies. In June 1979, Relational Software, Inc. introduced the first commercially available 
implementation of SQL, Oracle V2 (Version2) for VAX computers. 

After testing SQL at customer test sites to determine the usefulness and practicality of the system, IBM 
began developing commercial products based on their System R prototype including System/38, SQL/DS, 
and DB2, which were commercially available in 1979, 1981, and 1983, respectively. 

Operators 

Operator Description Example 
= Equal to Author = 'Alcott' 

<> Not equal to (many DBMSs accept != in 
addition to <>) 

Dept <> 'Sales' 

> Greater than Hire_Date > '2012-01-31'

< Less than Bonus < 50000.00 

>= Greater than or equal Dependents >= 2 

<= Less than or equal Rate <= 0.05 

BETWEEN Between an inclusive range Cost BETWEEN 100.00 AND 500.00

LIKE Match a character pattern First_Name LIKE 'Will%' 

IN Equal to one of multiple possible values DeptCode IN (101, 103, 209)

IS or IS NOT Compare to null (missing data) Address IS NOT NULL 

IS NOT DISTINCT Is equal to value or both are nulls (missing Debt IS NOT DISTINCT FROM - 



FROM data) Receivables

AS Used to change a field name when viewing 
results 

SELECT employee AS 'department1'

Other operators have at times been suggested and/or implemented, such as the skyline operator (for 
finding only those records that are not 'worse' than any others). 

SQL has the case/when/then/else/end expression, which was introduced in SQL-92. In its most 
general form, which is called a "searched case" in the SQL standard, it works like else if in other 
programming languages: 

CASE WHEN n > 0 
          THEN 'positive' 
     WHEN n < 0 
          THEN 'negative' 
     ELSE 'zero' 
END 

SQL tests WHEN conditions in the order they appear in the source. If the source does not specify an ELSE 
expression, SQL defaults to ELSE NULL. An abbreviated syntax—called "simple case" in the SQL 
standard—mirrors switch statements: 

CASE n WHEN 1 
            THEN 'one' 
       WHEN 2 
            THEN 'two' 
       ELSE 'I cannot count that high' 
END 

This syntax uses implicit equality comparisons, with the usual caveats for comparing with NULL. 

For the Oracle-SQL dialect, the latter can be shortened to an equivalent DECODE construct: 

SELECT DECODE(n, 1, 'one', 
                 2, 'two', 
                    'i cannot count that high') 
FROM   some_table; 

The last value is the default; if none is specified, it also defaults to NULL. However, unlike the standard's 
"simple case", Oracle's DECODE considers two NULLs equal with each other. 

Queries 

The most common operation in SQL, the query, makes use of the declarative SELECT statement. SELECT 
retrieves data from one or more tables, or expressions. Standard SELECT statements have no persistent 
effects on the database. Some non-standard implementations of SELECT can have persistent effects, such 
as the SELECT INTO syntax provided in some databases.[19] 

Queries allow the user to describe desired data, leaving the database management system (DBMS) to 
carry out planning, optimizing, and performing the physical operations necessary to produce that result as 
it chooses. 



A query includes a list of columns to include in the final result, normally immediately following the 
SELECT keyword. An asterisk ("*") can be used to specify that the query should return all columns of the 
queried tables. SELECT is the most complex statement in SQL, with optional keywords and clauses that 
include: 

 The FROM clause, which indicates the table(s) to retrieve data from. The FROM clause can include 
optional JOIN subclauses to specify the rules for joining tables. 

 The WHERE clause includes a comparison predicate, which restricts the rows returned by the query. 
The WHERE clause eliminates all rows from the result set where the comparison predicate does not 
evaluate to True. 

 The GROUP BY clause projects rows having common values into a smaller set of rows. GROUP BY 
is often used in conjunction with SQL aggregation functions or to eliminate duplicate rows from a 
result set. The WHERE clause is applied before the GROUP BY clause. 

 The HAVING clause includes a predicate used to filter rows resulting from the GROUP BY clause. 
Because it acts on the results of the GROUP BY clause, aggregation functions can be used in the 
HAVING clause predicate. 

 The ORDER BY clause identifies which column[s] to use to sort the resulting data, and in which 
direction to sort them (ascending or descending). Without an ORDER BY clause, the order of rows 
returned by an SQL query is undefined. 

 The DISTINCT keyword eliminates duplicate data.  

The following example of a SELECT query returns a list of expensive books. The query retrieves all rows 
from the Book table in which the price column contains a value greater than 100.00. The result is sorted in 
ascending order by title. The asterisk (*) in the select list indicates that all columns of the Book table 
should be included in the result set. 

SELECT * 
 FROM  Book 
 WHERE price > 100.00 
 ORDER BY title; 

The example below demonstrates a query of multiple tables, grouping, and aggregation, by returning a list 
of books and the number of authors associated with each book. 

SELECT Book.title AS Title, 
       count(*) AS Authors 
 FROM  Book 
 JOIN  Book_author 
   ON  Book.isbn = Book_author.isbn 
 GROUP BY Book.title; 

Example output might resemble the following: 

Title                  Authors 
---------------------- ------- 
SQL Examples and Guide 4 
The Joy of SQL         1 
An Introduction to SQL 2 
Pitfalls of SQL        1 

Under the precondition that isbn is the only common column name of the two tables and that a column 
named title only exists in the Book table, one could re-write the query above in the following form: 



SELECT title, 
       count(*) AS Authors 
 FROM  Book 
 NATURAL JOIN Book_author 
 GROUP BY title; 

However, many vendors either do not support this approach, or require certain column-naming 
conventions for natural joins to work effectively. 

SQL includes operators and functions for calculating values on stored values. SQL allows the use of 
expressions in the select list to project data, as in the following example, which returns a list of books that 
cost more than 100.00 with an additional sales tax column containing a sales tax figure calculated at 6% 
of the price. 

SELECT isbn, 
       title, 
       price, 
       price * 0.06 AS sales_tax 
 FROM  Book 
 WHERE price > 100.00 
 ORDER BY title; 

Subqueries 

Queries can be nested so that the results of one query can be used in another query via a relational 
operator or aggregation function. A nested query is also known as a subquery. While joins and other table 
operations provide computationally superior (i.e. faster) alternatives in many cases, the use of subqueries 
introduces a hierarchy in execution that can be useful or necessary. In the following example, the 
aggregation function AVG receives as input the result of a subquery: 

SELECT isbn, 
       title, 
       price 
 FROM  Book 
 WHERE price < (SELECT AVG(price) FROM Book) 
 ORDER BY title; 

A subquery can use values from the outer query, in which case it is known as a correlated subquery. 

Since 1999 the SQL standard allows named subqueries called common table expressions (named and 
designed after the IBM DB2 version 2 implementation; Oracle calls these subquery factoring). CTEs can 
also be recursive by referring to themselves; the resulting mechanism allows tree or graph traversals 
(when represented as relations), and more generally fixpoint computations. 

Inline view[edit] 

An Inline view is the use of referencing an SQL subquery in a FROM clause. Essentially, the inline view 
is a subquery that can be selected from or joined to. Inline View functionality allows the user to reference 
the subquery as a table. The inline view also is referred to as a derived table or a subselect. Inline view 
functionality was introduced in Oracle 9i.  

In the following example, the SQL statement involves a join from the initial Books table to the Inline 
view "Sales". This inline view captures associated book sales information using the ISBN to join to the 



Books table. As a result, the inline view provides the result set with additional columns (the number of 
items sold and the company that sold the books): 

SELECT b.isbn, b.title, b.price, sales.items_sold, sales.company_nm 
FROM Book b 
  JOIN (SELECT SUM(Items_Sold) Items_Sold, Company_Nm, ISBN 
        FROM Book_Sales 
        GROUP BY Company_Nm, ISBN) sales 
  ON sales.isbn = b.isbn 

 

Data manipulation[edit] 

The Data Manipulation Language (DML) is the subset of SQL used to add, update and delete data: 

 INSERT adds rows (formally tuples) to an existing table, e.g.: 

INSERT INTO example 
 (field1, field2, field3) 
 VALUES 
 ('test', 'N', NULL); 

 UPDATE modifies a set of existing table rows, e.g.: 

UPDATE example 
 SET field1 = 'updated value' 
 WHERE field2 = 'N'; 

 DELETE removes existing rows from a table, e.g.: 

DELETE FROM example 
 WHERE field2 = 'N'; 

 MERGE is used to combine the data of multiple tables. It combines the INSERT and UPDATE 
elements. It is defined in the SQL:2003 standard; prior to that, some databases provided similar 
functionality via different syntax, sometimes called "upsert". 

 MERGE INTO table_name USING table_reference ON (condition) 
 WHEN MATCHED THEN 
 UPDATE SET column1 = value1 [, column2 = value2 ...] 
 WHEN NOT MATCHED THEN 
 INSERT (column1 [, column2 ...]) VALUES (value1 [, value2 ...]) 

Transaction controls 

Transactions, if available, wrap DML operations: 

 START TRANSACTION (or BEGIN WORK, or BEGIN TRANSACTION, depending on SQL dialect) marks 
the start of a database transaction, which either completes entirely or not at all. 

 SAVE TRANSACTION (or SAVEPOINT) saves the state of the database at the current point in 
transaction 



CREATE TABLE tbl_1(id int); 
 INSERT INTO tbl_1(id) VALUES(1); 
 INSERT INTO tbl_1(id) VALUES(2); 
COMMIT; 
 UPDATE tbl_1 SET id=200 WHERE id=1; 
SAVEPOINT id_1upd; 
 UPDATE tbl_1 SET id=1000 WHERE id=2; 
ROLLBACK to id_1upd; 
 SELECT id from tbl_1; 

 COMMIT makes all data changes in a transaction permanent. 
 ROLLBACK discards all data changes since the last COMMIT or ROLLBACK, leaving the data as it was 

prior to those changes. Once the COMMIT statement completes, the transaction's changes cannot be 
rolled back. 

COMMIT and ROLLBACK terminate the current transaction and release data locks. In the absence of a START 
TRANSACTION or similar statement, the semantics of SQL are implementation-dependent. The following 
example shows a classic transfer of funds transaction, where money is removed from one account and 
added to another. If either the removal or the addition fails, the entire transaction is rolled back. 

START TRANSACTION; 
 UPDATE Account SET amount=amount-200 WHERE account_number=1234; 
 UPDATE Account SET amount=amount+200 WHERE account_number=2345; 
 
IF ERRORS=0 COMMIT; 
IF ERRORS<>0 ROLLBACK; 

Data definition 

The Data Definition Language (DDL) manages table and index structure. The most basic items of DDL 
are the CREATE, ALTER, RENAME, DROP and TRUNCATE statements: 

 CREATE creates an object (a table, for example) in the database, e.g.: 

CREATE TABLE example( 
 column1 INTEGER, 
 column2 VARCHAR(50), 
 column3 DATE NOT NULL, 
 PRIMARY KEY (column1, column2) 
); 

 


